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exist. I feel sure and it is to remove this charge tLat I venture in appeal to the
Anglo-Indian Railway employees and travellers to treat all Indian passengers from
the humblest to the highest with that decorum and courtesy which we would expect
from them. After all India is our home and Indians, our brothers* They often look
to us for advice and help and what could cultivate that feeling of bon camradw
better than courtesy and kindness to our Indian fellow citizens ? I feel sure that my
appeal will not fall on deaf ears. For, indeed, the time has come when we must
associate ourselves more closely with the Indians and perhaps eventually ourselves,
to the Muslim and Indian Christian communities with whom, as a minority community
we have many points in common requiring a common protection.
By the largess of Government we have hitherto been more securely firmly estab-
lished in our appointments, but to-day we have to meet the clash of competition and
nothing will avail us unless we can meet it fortified, strengthened and buttressed by
the ability to prove our equality of fitness. I claim that European education must be
examined and treated on its merits and its efficiency to place employment on a
basis of self-respect and stability and not as an incubator of an Indian inferiority
complex.
I have for long seen the mal-adjustment of the present-day antiquated system of
European education with the economic organisations in India and the unemployment
that has thereby resulted in all communities. United India must protest against
tnis and I therefore warn you because I want to prepare you now while there is time
for a struggle greater in its consequences than we have hitherto experienced—a
struggle we are called upon to meet with antiquated weapons and old fashioned
tactics.
.Education in India from the highest to the lowest standard  5s based on Western
ideals and pedagogy and is therefore to a large extent unsuitable to India where the
social and mental outlook of the people are entirely different from those of the West
The same applies to the economic organisations   established in India to-day, with
the   concurrent     result      that    the     Indian     ani   the     Anglo-Indian or    the
country-born    European   is looked upon as  inferior   to   the   imported European.
We find this  belief   being put into    practical   effect   in   every    department   of
Government   from the   mechanic trained in  the  Indian  Railway   shop,   to   the
covenanted   migrated   workmen from England,   from   the   imported    European
teachers and Anglo-Indian teacher with  Indian degrees as also the Indian recruited
members in all the superior services.    The Government apparently share the belief
that its superior effects and administrators, especially those in selection committees
must be Europeans and when advertising for superior appointments openly call lor
Europeans and those having British qualifications.   What does  this mean ? Nothing
but an avowal of the inferiority complex of the Indian trained man.   And yet no
serious effort is made to so alter the  system  of education as to elevate and improve
the training colleges and the degrees given by our universities to the standard of
similar European institutions.     The result is that our schools, colleges and univer-
sities are throwing out into an inhospitable country its annual supply of thousands
of ill-trained youths, branded as misfits.   Why, I ask, should India be the only British
possession whose sons are required to proceed to Europe at a prohibitive cost to be
trained there for employment in their own country?   Again, I ask, in view of the
avowed policy of the  Government of India to secure equally between European
and Indian degrees,   why should all selection committees place a premium  on
European degrees and a discount on Indian degrees ?
plea for "industrial swaraj"
India has both men and material to supply all her wants and vast tracts of unex-
plored country, mineral, agricultural etc. Its natural resources have hardly been tapp-
ed. It is to-day crying for rapid expansion of railway, roadway and waterway systems.
But its commerce and industries are in the hands of a few monopolists, mainly, non-
Indians, who help to drain it and enrica themselves. Its highest scientific and other
appointments are in the hands of non-Indians. Its superior educational, engineering,
legal, medical and other needs are still being administered by recruits from Great
Britain and her colonies, with the result that whilst other parts of the Empire are
keeping abreast of the times, India through no fault of her own is static. Whether
this has been the studied policy of the Government in the past or not, t&ere is

